Ph: 09-529-1464
E.office@rentmanagemet.co.nz

APPLICATION FOR RESIDENTIAL TENANCY

The personal information collected on this form is required for the purposes of assessing your eligibility as a tenant.
If you do not supply all the information requested, you may not be considered for a tenancy.
A separate Application Form needs to be completed for every adult tenant intending to reside in the property, unless
they are a partner or spouse of the main applicant, in which case they may be included on this form.
Address of Property for this Application is

Current Landlord/Property Manager
Contact Details
Please note that by providing this information you authorize Auckland Rent Management to contact your current landlord
about your tenancy and determine your suitability as a tenant and to enquire as to tour conduct as a tenant.

I/We declare that I/we consent to Auckland Rent Management Ltd
1. contacting my/our employer/s or any person or company named in the application to confirm, verify and expand on any information given
herein and to enquire as to any information which is deemed necessary or relevant for the purposes of processing this tenancy application;
2. completing a credit check on each of the persons named in this application and to lodge my/our details on Baycorp, the National Tenancy
Database, Tenancy Information NZ Ltd, or any other relevant databases;
3. providing the information in this form and details of any proven breach in my/our tenancy agreement or of the Residential Tenancies Act
1986 to any credit bureau or tenant default database and I/we acknowledge that the information may then be publicly accessible through a
credit bureau or tenant default database;
4. searching Tenancy Tribunal orders and judgment as part of the application approval process;
5. using any of the information on this form to enforce any judgment in respect of the tenancy agreement or in respect of any order made
against me/us made by the Tenancy Tribunal.
I/we understand and agree that, if approved, such approval shall be on the basis that all applicants shall be party to the subsequent Tenancy
Agreement entered into. Subsequent inability or refusal by any applicant to be a party to the Tenancy Agreement may render any approval null
and void. I/we confirm the information on this form is true and correct and that I/we have read and understood all of the above including the
Privacy Act 1993 Statement.
Signature of Applicant ___________________________________________

Date

Signature of Spouse/partner ______________________________________

Date

